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Em 'Notas de um velho safado' a América tem uma cara de 50 anos, corpo de 18 e desfila de
calcinha rosa claro e salto alto na madrugada corrosiva de Los Angeles. A América é um
sapatão furioso com uma garra metálica no lugar da mão esquerda e não quer saber de transar
com o Velho Safado. A América é uma deusa milionária com a qual ele se casa e da qual
amargamente se separa. A América é uma prostituta, a hundred and fifty quilos, um metro e
meio de altura, que peida, uiva e destroça a cama quando goza. A América é também
estudantes e revolucionários proferindo discursos inflamados em parques ensolarados de
Notas de um Velho Safado São Francisco no ultimate da década de 60. A América é Neal
Cassady dirigindo alucinadamente pelas ruas de Los Angeles, pouco pace antes de morrer de
overdose sobre os trilhos de uma ferrovia mexicana. A América é Jack Kerouac e Bukowski
poetando na Veneza californiana. 'Notas de um velho safado' forma um conjunto de histórias
excepcionais saídas de uma vida violenta e depravada, horrível e santa. Não podemos lê-lo
Notas de um Velho Safado e seguir sendo os mesmos.
Journalism? Bukowski? Technically, yes. those writings have been all first released below the
by-line of “Notes Of a filthy outdated Man” in a l. a. unfastened weekly known as “Open City”
among the years of 1967 – 1969. They principally encompass the standard semiautobiographical fare from the writer within the kind of brief tales and some poems yet they're
primarily fairly extra of a seize bag number of odds and ends on numerous subjects. Naturally,
as a result of the confines of the published web page of the newspaper those are all particularly
short and are extra sketches instead of whole stories. Overall, there is not any actual harmony
or specific tale line current here. the single cohesion that may be stated to deliver those jointly is
the exact narrative voice of the writer Notas de um Velho Safado and his ordinary issues of the
darker points of life. lots of those articles sometimes contact at the present occasions of the day
yet mostly they challenge themselves with encounters he’s had with humans earlier and
present, genuine or imagined, whereas others may be even seen as extra within the vein of oped rants instead of any of these. Notas de um Velho Safado The foreword written by way of
Bukowski to this e-book pretty well tells the tale top as to how he got Notas de um Velho Safado
here to paintings for this paper, in addition to what it did for his writing and popularity again prior
to he used to be actually famous. I enterprise so as to add to this that on the time of those
writings Bukowski had simply all started to discover his area of interest and had controlled to
simply submit approximately 8 books during the last decade none of which quite introduced him
any frequent reputation or monetary security. After an preliminary trial interval at this loose
weekly his each submission used to be authorized sight unseen and revealed with completely
no editing. With many years of rejection slips lower than his belt this type of freedom used to be
greater than liked for the suffering writer. It additionally created a monster, so as to speak.Due
to this approximately unparalleled and unparalleled freedom, a few of his top writing are
available here. He was once anything of an indignant and wounded caged animal that was once
set free upon the streets thoroughly unchecked and loose to roam the place he pleased. He
additionally probably felt a definite freedom end result of the underground nature of this ebook
and idea he most likely had totally not anything to lose through whatever he wrote here. At it’s

peak “Open City” had an anticipated flow of 35,000 and won a name as a spot for the
counterculture to voice their radical politics, reviews of rock music, in addition to changing into
whatever of a primary modification crusader. However, this final declare to status and notoriety
additionally garnered them the eye of the neighborhood govt and it took yet in simple terms
incidences of obscenity violations to place the paper out of business, which used to be not able
to find the money for the fines levied opposed to them. The demise knell was once truly partly
because of Bukowski’s in my opinion enhancing a complement publication, which published a
narrative through one other author that defined Notas de um Velho Safado the sexual antics of
an underage girl.Not to be an apologist on his behalf yet Bukowski quite appeared to basically
achieve notoriety through being changing into a pessimistic and just a little self-defeatist writer.
After attempting to play the publishing video game by way of the principles to no effect, he likely
raged opposed to it and will be visible to a definite measure as attempting to purposefully
sabotage his personal strength status via his activities with others, both in individual or via his
writing. It was once nearly as though he may well in basic terms win through purposefully losing.
worthy declaring as a caution to a person that has now not learn a lot of this author, this
particular publication holds a Notas de um Velho Safado few of his so much offensive and
tasteless writings that may appear to fall lower than his trying out those obstacles of whole
attractiveness through this actual publication. For some, this can carry better attraction yet for
others, like myself, this would were kept away from in lots of respects. Regardless, opposed to
my higher judgment I nonetheless believe it's a strong learn yet with a simply few reluctant
misgivings and reservations.
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